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Abstract—High
first-order
polarization
mode
dispersion (HiFO-PMD) sections are known to increase
the overall first-order PMD (FO-PMD) of an optical
fibre link. Replacement of the HiFO-PMD regions with
low-PMD fibres will drastically reduce the overall FOPMD of a fibre network link. In this paper, through
simulation, we show that besides a HiFO-PMD section
affecting the overall FO-PMD of a fibre link it also
affects the overall second-order PMD (SO-PMD). The
coupling angle between the other fibre sections making
up a fibre link and the HiFO-PMD section determines
whether first-order and second-order PMD can be
introduced jointly or in isolation. Results show that
propagating signals experience a high bit-error-rate
(BER) when FO-PMD and SO-PMD coexist compared to
when either of the two exist in isolation. However, SOPMD has more profound signal degrading effects
compared to FO-PMD.
Index Terms — coupling angle, fibre section(s),
polarization mode dispersion.

PMD. The question regarding the impact of HiFO-PMD on
the SO-PMD has also to be addressed since both FO- and
SO-PMD coexist in optical fibre links.
In this paper, we do not only investigate the impact a
HiFO-PMD section has on the FO-PMD but also on the SOPMD. This will assist in determining the performance of
optical networks in the presence of HiFO-PMD. We will use
the bit-error-rate (BER) to characterize the performance of
an optical network. The bit-error-rate is defined as the
number of bit errors to the total number of bits transmitted
in an optical system [6]. These findings will go further in
justifying why SO-PMD is more of a concern than FO-PMD
at high transmission bit-rates.
II. THE PMD CONCATENATION EQUATIONS
In order to understand how optical fibre sections
contribute to the overall FO- and SO-PMD of an entire fibre
link, it is important to understand the PMD concatenation
rules. Considering two concatenated fibre sections (Fig. 1
(a)), the geometric interpretation of the concatenation rules
is as shown in Fig. 1 (b) below.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE increase in bit-rate transmission, ≥ 10 Gb/s, has
made the polarization mode dispersion (PMD)
phenomenon an area of considerable interest. PMD is an
obstacle to achieving high bandwidth due to the resultant
pulse broadening, intersymbol interference, power penalty
and increased bit-error-rate (BER). In this paper, PMD will
be addressed for first-order (FO-) and second-order (SO-)
only, although it extends to other higher orders (third order
and above).
PMD is defined to first-order as the relative disparity in
arrival time between the two polarization modes, pointing
along the Unit Stokes vector [1]. To second-order, PMD is
defined as the variation of the FO-PMD and principal states
of polarization (PSPs) with optical frequency [2]. Deployed
optical fibre links are modeled as hundreds if not thousands
of randomly distributed fibre sections. Each fibre section
possesses a certain amount of FO-PMD and negligible SOPMD. Coupling at least two fibre sections results in SOPMD [3]. Galtarossa et al. [4] and Conibear et al. [5] found
out that some of the fibre sections making up a fibre link
have higher FO-PMD (HiFO-PMD) contributions compared
to others through the use of the polarization-optical time
domain reflectometry technique (P-OTDR). Musara et al.
[3] through emulation proved that the overall FO-PMD of a
fibre link is biased towards that of the HiFO-PMD section.
Removal of such a HiFO-PMD section reduces the FO-
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Fig. 1: (a) Two concatenated fibre sections and (b)
Representation of the concatenation of two vectors (Eq. (1)).
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The FO-PMD cumulative vector τ is expressed as [7]:
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τ = τ 2 + R 2 τ1

(1)
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where τ1 and τ 2 are the FO-PMD vectors of the first and
second fibre sections and R 2 is the rotational matrix of the
r
second section (refer to Fig. 1 (a)). The SO-PMD vector τω
expression comes from the frequency derivative of Eq. (1):
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But since τ1 = R 2 τ - τ 2
to:

) from Eq. (1), Eq. (2) simplifies
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τω = τ 2ω + R 2 τ1ω + τ 2 ×τ
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where R 2 is the transpose of the rotational matrix of the
second birefringent section. These concatenation equations,
equations (1) and (3), can be extensively applied to fibres
with more than two sections. For more information in regard
to the former, refer to Nelson and Jopson [8] and Damask
[9].
III. SIMULATION MODEL TO INVESTIGATE THE IMPACT OF
HIFO-PMD
The Virtual Photonics Inc. (VPI) simulation software
(Version 8.0) was used in showing the impact HiFO-PMD
has on propagating signals from a 10 Gb/s non return-tozero (NRZ) light source using the eye diagram and BER
tester. The eye diagram is a superposition of pseudo-random
patterns of zeros and ones of the transmitted bits. The
simulation setup is shown in Fig. 2. The PMD emulator is
controlled by Emulator I, polarization controller (PC) and
Emulator II. Emulator I is a FO- and SO-PMD emulator in
which the PMD values are specified by choosing the
emulator length, FO- and SO-PMD values. The polarization
controller is controlled to adjust the coupling angle θ
between 0o and 180o. Emulator II is a delay block that is
controlled to induce a certain amount of delay between the
two propagating orthogonal modes of light, similar in
behaviour to a digital delay line (DDL). The delay block
(Emulator II) represents the HiFO-PMD section.
The polarization controller is used to adjust the coupling
angle θ between Emulator I and II. Thus predicting the
emulator mean FO- and SO-PMD one has to refer to Eqs.
r
r
(1) and (3). The mean FO- τ mean and SO-PMD τ ω_mean of
the emulator in Fig. 2 can be expressed in vector form by:
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τ mean = τ E II + R E II τ E I

(4)
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τω_mean = τω_E II + R E II τω_E I + τE II × τ mean

(5)
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where τ E II and τ E I are the FO-PMD vectors of Emulator
II and I respectively, R E II is the rotational matrix of
r
r
Emulator II, τω_E II and τω_E I are the SO-PMD vectors
for Emulator II and I, respectively. In order to make the
r
mean SO-PMD τω_mean of the emulator independent of
r
r
r
τ E II , the last term of Eq. (5), τ E II × τ mean , should be
r
r
zero. This is achieved only if τ E II and τ mean are collinear
(either vectors are parallel or anti-parallel), that is the angle
r
between the two vectors are 0o and 180o. When θ = 0o, τ E I
r
r
r
is parallel to τ E II , Eq. (4) then reduces to τ mean ~ τ E II
when Emulator II is the dominant FO-PMD vector
r
contributor for the emulator. Changes in τ E II when θ ≠ 0o
or 180o will result in SO-PMD changing.
Simulations in this investigation will consider three cases
on the effects introduced by the HiFO-PMD section.
Case I: The HiFO-PMD section biases the mean FO-PMD
of the link towards its fixed FO-PMD value and changes the
SO-PMD.
Case II: The HiFO-PMD section biases the mean FO-PMD
of the link towards its varying FO-PMD whilst SO-PMD
remains constant.
Case III: The HiFO-PMD section biases the overall FOPMD of the link towards its varying FO-PMD resulting in
SO-PMD changing.

IV. THE IMPACT OF PMD ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
In Case I, the FO-PMD of the emulator was fixed at 30 ps
by Emulator II (representing the HiFO-PMD section), the
dominant FO-PMD contributor. The PC was set at a fixed
angle equal to 45o as the SO-PMD on Emulator I was tuned.
Emulator I was set to give a FO-PMD equal to 5 ps. Results
in Fig. 3 (a) show that the BER increases from 2.57 x 10-12
to 4.10 x 10-2 as the SO-PMD on Emulator I adjusted from 2
to 60 ps2. This is supported by a reduction in the area of the
eye opening of the eye diagram in Fig. 3 (a' - a'').

PMD Emulator

Emulator I

Emulator II

Fig. 2: Schematic layout used to investigate the impact the HiFO-PMD section has on system performance. Emulator II
(similar to a digital delay line (DDL)) represents the HiFO-PMD on the network. Emulator I, polarization controller and
Emulator II mimic an optical fibre network system.

Case II involved keeping the SO-PMD fixed at 10 ps2 and
varying FO-PMD. This was achieved by making the FOr
PMD vector τ E I of Emulator II (HiFO-PMD section) the

showed that SO-PMD causes fluctuations around the mean
penalty of FO-PMD.
In Case III, both FO-PMD and SO-PMD were increased
simultaneously by adjusting Emulator I and Emulator II in
Fig. 2. The PC angle was adjusted to ensure θ was equal to
45o. Results in Fig. 3 (c) show an increase in BER from
2.6 x 10-12 to 8.5 x 10-2. The maximum BER was above that
experienced in Case I (see Fig. 3 (a)). This means that
although SO-PMD has a profound effect on the propagating
NRZ signals compared to FO-PMD, its effects are less than
those when both FO- and SO-PMD are simultaneously
changing. With reference to Fig. 2, removal of the HiFOPMD section (Emulator II) reduced the BER to only the
BER due to Emulator I, indicating that the removal of the
HiFO-PMD section not only results in FO-PMD reduction
but also SO-PMD which was found to cause more severe
system impairments.

dominant FO-PMD contributor and controlling the
polarization controller to ensure the FO-PMD vector of the
r
r
entire fibre link τ mean and τ E I were always parallel (the
coupling angle θ between the two vectors was 0o). Emulator
I was kept fixed to give a FO-PMD equal to 5 ps. The
method used to determine the coupling angles between two
vectors is highlighted in Section III. Fig. 3 (b) shows that as
the FO-PMD increases from 5 to 60 ps, the BER increases
from 2.4 x 10-12 to 2.5 x 10-5. This is evidenced by an eye
closure from Fig. 3 (b') to (b''). However, the eye in
Fig. 3 (b'') is less closed than that in Fig. 3 (a''). This shows
that SO-PMD has more profound effect on the propagating
NRZ signals compared to FO-PMD. Musara et al. [10]
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Fig. 3: (a) The variation of the BER when (a) FO-PMD is fixed at 30 ps and SO-PMD is varying (PC angle θ = 45o), (b)
SO-PMD is fixed at 10 ps2 and FO-PMD is varying (θ = 0o), and (c) both FO- and SO-PMD are varying (θ = 45o). θ is the
r
r
angle between the HiFO-PMD vector τ E II and FO-PMD vector of the entire link τ mean . The orange ellipses show the
regions of the eye diagrams which are open. PC stands for polarization controller.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the presence of a HiFO-PMD section biases
the mean FO-PMD of the entire fibre link to its mean FOPMD. The accompanying mean SO-PMD of the entire fibre
link can either remain fixed (when θ = 0o or 180o) or
increase (when θ ≠ 0o or 180o). A HiFO-PMD section in an
optical network system does not only result in high FOPMD but also introduces SO-PMD when θ ≠ 0o or 180o. SOPMD has more profound signal degradation effects
compared to FO-PMD. However, the BER is more when
FO- and SO-PMD coexist than when SO-PMD is in
isolation.
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